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QUESTION 1

A BPM applicaton developer needs to create a custom report for a set of job applicatons to support the hirini request
process. The process owner is the hirini manaier The custom report must show up as a tab at the top of the process
portal, and it can only be accessed by the human resources manaiers team. 

How must the BPM applicaton developer confiure the coach to satsfy this requirement? 

A. Set the "Expose As" feld to URL. 

B. Set the "Expose As" feld to Dashboard. 

C. Set the "Expose As" feld to Startable Service 

D. Set the "Expose As" feld as Custom Report. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A BPM Applicaton developer needs to customize the Process Performance and Team Performance dashboards to meet
corporate requirements. To do so, what should BPM applicaton developer do? 

A. Make the dashboards editable in the dashboards toolkit, make the chanies, take a new snapshot, and deploy the
toolkit. 

B. Clone the most recent snapshot of the Dashboards toolkit, make the chanies, take a new snapshot, and deploy the
toolkit. 

C. Clone the most recent snapshot of the Process Portal Applicaton, make the chanies and deploy the customized
Portal Process applicaton. 

D. Create new Process and Team Performance dashboards in a new process applicaton, confiure Process Portal to use
the new dashboards, and deploy the process applicaton 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A BPM applicaton developer would like to retrieve the Job Cateiories for a job positon from the database. The BPM
applicaton developer has created the followini inteiraton service "Fetch Job Cateiories" to connect with the database
and to retrieve the job cateiories. 

What does the BPM applicaton developer need to do to implement this service successfully? (choose 2) 

A. Specify the data mappini felds for the SQL Execute Statement. 

B. Provide the Java implementaton for the SQL Execute Statement. 

C. Create a data source in the process admin console for this applicaton database. 

D. Select Local in the Local/Global transacton feld in the SQL Execute Statement Confiuraton. 

E. Use a data source defned in the WebSphere Applicaton Server for this applicaton database. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 4

A company uses credit scores of their consumers to decide if further checks are necessary before sendini out the
products. Further checks are required when credit score falls below a threshold. The company must be able to chanie
the threshold value at a desiinated date and tme without havini to deploy a new version. What must BPM applicaton
developer use to provide the functonality? 

A. A ilobal process variable 

B. A shared business object 

C. An environment variable 

D. An exposed process value 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 5

A multnatonal corporaton requires their coaches to be translated into the users\\' natve laniuaie. A BPM applicaton
developer has not provided translatons for all the laniuaies. What must the BPM applicaton developer do to handle
situatons 

where a users selected laniuaie is not supported and a default is required? 

To desiinate the default label, the BPM applicaton developer must create: 

A. a coach vi ew conf iurat on opt on for the default label 

B. a localizaton resource with a default local key, and create a default local value 

C. a key-value pair list local variable and set the label to the default local key in the user\\'s browser 

D. a default label usini an environment variable and set it to the default laniuaie in the user\\'s actve directory profle 

Correct Answer: C 
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